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Friday, 10 April 2015 
 
 
 
 
Mr. Mike Henry President Coal, BHP Billiton Ltd 
GPO Box 7863. Waterfront Place, Brisbane QLD 4001 
By post and by fax: 07 3227 5601 
 
 
 
 

Dear Mr. Henry: 

Re: Ending the war on hydrocarbons including coal 

Thank you for your 27 March 2015 reply to my letter dated 17 March 2015. 

I note that you did not provide me, as requested, with the specific location of specific 
empirical scientific evidence as the basis for your position on climate. 

Instead, you state in context of the UN IPCC, “in defining its position BHP Billiton has 
considered a wide spectrum of views, including those relating to climate change science.” 

This is not reassuring, it is disturbing. Science is determined by scientific evidence not 
by considering “views”. Your latest statement undermines and contradicts your 
statement dated 20 January 2015, that (BHP Billiton’s) … “position and our actions on 
climate change are underpinned by a robust understanding of climate science ...” 

I feel perplexed because you now state that your position is based on factors other than 
science. On what views, specifically, other than climate science is BHP Billiton climate 
policy based? 

You now say “The BHP Billiton Board and management regularly review the latest 
developments in climate science, policy and regulatory responses.” Could you please 
advise who on the board and who in the management are reviewing the science? 

By taking the position you stipulate after previously receiving references specifying 
corruption by the UN IPCC you are knowingly endorsing the UN IPCC’s corruption of 
climate science and thereby endorsing that demonstrably and thoroughly corrupt 
organisation. Further the UN IPCC has no empirical scientific evidence of human use 
of hydrocarbons causing climate variability and contradicts empirical evidence. 

I look forward to your specific responses to both this letter’s requests and hope that you 
will provide the specific location of specific empirical scientific evidence supporting 
the position you again choose to adopt. 

Yours sincerely, 
 
 
Original personally signed 
 

Malcolm Roberts 

cc: 
Mr. Jac Nasser AO, Chairman, BHP Billiton Limited and 
Mr. Andrew Mackenzie Chief Executive Officer, BHP Billiton Limited 
Dr. Fiona Wild, Vice President Environment and Climate Change 
To be posted at http://bit.ly/1G223XO for other coal industry leaders’ future access 
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